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Regional Airport Costs:
a risk to Australian Tourism
According to Bureau of Infrastructure,
Transport and Regional Economics
(BITRE) data (in real terms), all domestic
airfares in Australia are lower than
they were in 2003—Best Discount
Economy Fares by 41.7 per cent,
Restricted Economy Fares by
20.4 per cent and Business Class
Fares by 5.6 per cent. This is largely
attributable to a more competitive
airline cost base and our improved
operating costs.
While it is self-evident that Low
Cost Carriers (LCC) operate with a
lower cost base, full service carriers
are constantly looking to reduce their
overheads, allowing them to offer
more services to more destinations
at a lower price.
This trend is under threat.
Over the past six years, Australia’s
monopoly airports have significantly
increased their prices.
Since 2010, Qantas data shows an
increase of 30 per cent in airport fees
across all Australian airports (excluding
Sydney, Melbourne–Tullamarine, Perth
and Brisbane Airports).
Australian airports are looking to
further increase their prices to pay
for new infrastructure.
To fund this new infrastructure,
airports are proposing an increase
to the passenger charge—a fee
for every arriving and departing
passenger.

Real domestic airfares in Australia*

Qantas supports justifiable airport
expansion, and it is important our
passengers have an optimal customer
experience. However, all airport
infrastructure projects must be
fit-for-purpose and affordable.
Overcapitalisation and charging
extra infrastructure costs back to
passengers is likely to diminish the
ability of Australian airlines to offer
competitive airfares.
Tourism has been, and remains one of
the Federal and state government’s
economic focuses, presenting a
major economic opportunity for
Australia. Additional airport charges
represent a real threat to growth in
Australia’s tourism sector.
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The intention is that airlines would
pass on these charges to passengers
by increasing fares.
However, as increasing fare prices
impacts demand, airlines often have
to absorb these additional costs.
Additional passenger charges can be
the difference between a profitable
and non-profitable route.
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Compared with 2003

Full service carriers are
constantly looking to
reduce their overheads,
allowing them to offer
more services to more
destinations at a lower
price. This trend is now
under threat.
Airport charges versus airfares*
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All too often, such charges are
fobbed off as just the price of a
‘cup of coffee’. In reality, Australia’s
already expensive monopoly airports
risk demand, tourism prosperity
and airlines sustainability if the
practice of millions of cups of
coffee continues.
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Domestic real discount economy fares
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Indication only. Does not represent true figures.
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FY16 On Time Performance (OTP)

89.7%
Aircraft departing
within 15 minutes of the
scheduled time

Flight delays and cancellations:
the impact to airlines
There have been suggestions that Australian airlines should pay compensation
to passengers when delays or cancellations occur.
When making an assessment on compensation, it is important to understand
On Time Performance (OTP) remains at the centre of an airline strategy and that
it is in the interest of an airlines to reduce delays and cancellations.
This is why, according to leading aviation websites, Australian airlines are among the
most punctual in the world. In the last 12 months to June 2016, Qantas Domestic’s
OTP achieved record highs, with 89.7 per cent of aircraft departing within 15 minutes
of the scheduled time.

Causes of delays
Recent analysis (May–July 2016) found that:

“Customers now
have an unrealistic
expectation that delays
should never occur.”
–Dale Keller, Chief Executive of the Board
of Airline Representatives in the UK

>> 55 per cent of delays were related to weather conditions and Air Traffic Control; and
>> 34 per cent of delays were related to operations/engineering.

Flight delays result in additional costs to airlines
On top of the customer impact, airlines incur additional airport fees and labour costs
when delays occur. The flow on effects of these costs are immense and therefore
these costs are another reason why airlines look to reduce delays wherever possible.
Airport fees are as a result of additional time at gates, while additional labour costs
come as a result of employee overtime.

Qantas Group’s commitment to its customers
In 2015/16, Qantas carried over 34.4 million domestic passengers. Less than
1.5 per cent were impacted by lengthy flight disruptions or cancellations.

5%

4.2% 1.1%

Qantas and Jetstar have robust customer disruption management procedures in
place including the provision of accommodation, transport, meal vouchers and
depending on the circumstance, compensation to affected passengers.

European model
European passenger rights legislation known as EU261, introduced by the European
Commission in 2004, entitles passengers to claim up to €600 in cash unless the
airline can prove it’s not to blame for the delay. The European Courts have held airlines
responsible for unexpected flight safety shortcomings, even where the carrier has
maintained aircraft to the appropriate standard and there was no way for the airline
to foresee or avoid the associated delay.

89.7%
Aircraft arriving within 15 minutes
of scheduled time
Delays due to weather or Air Traffic Control

The changes have stimulated the legal industry with the creation of aggressive no-win
no-pay lawyers specialising in compensation claims. These organisations have
commissions as high as 25–30 per cent of the total compensation a consumer is
entitled to claim. The model represents a cost-up for the industry and therefore those
costs have to be recovered. Ryanair, Europe’s largest short-haul carrier, imposed a €2
surcharge on fares in 2011, and increased it again in 2013 to €2.50 as a result of the
European Courts interpreting EU261 ever more broadly and making airlines liable to
pay in an expanding number of situations1

Delays due to Operations/Engineering
Cancellations
1
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Dan Milmo, 31 March 2011, The Guardian, https://www.theguardian.com/business/2011/mar/30/
ryanair-levy-compensation-eu261
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The environmental and economic impact
of the Sydney’s Airport Curfew Act
In 1995, the Federal Government
introduced the Sydney Airport Curfew
Act (the Act). The intention of the
Act was to restrict noise between
11pm and 6am while also taking
into considerations operational
constraints and the effect a curfew
would have on other industries
in New South Wales.
At the time of drafting the legislation,
the BAe146s and DC9s were the most
appropriate aircraft to be operating
during the curfew period. Section 13
of the Act states that only BAe146s
and DC9s until 1996 can be used for
freight operations during the curfew
period. However, since drafting the
legislation (more than 20 years ago)
aircraft technology has significantly
improved and the BAe146 and DC9s
have now become redundant. In fact,
in addition to the initial aircraft
cost, Qantas Group has invested
US$500,000 in improving the B737
freight aircraft resulting in the
aircraft being maintained at a higher
noise standard (Chapter 4) than the
BAe146 (Chapter 3).
The B737 aircraft has similar noise
profile and is a more efficient aircraft
with greater uplift. This means its
freight capacity is significantly higher
than the BAe146.
Overnight freight is predominately made
up of time-limited pharmaceuticals,
Express Post mail, urgent spare parts
and high value replenishment stock.
By introducing a quieter, more efficient
aircraft, freight operators would
provide greater uplift in the limited
overnight available slots.

2

PMC increase—
a disproportionate
impact to entry
level consumers
The government’s decision to fund
the backpacker taxation arrangements
via a 9 per cent increase in the
Passenger Movement Charge (PMC)
is a tax that will disproportionately
impact entry level consumers.

The aircraft restrictions placed on
freight operators during curfew at
Sydney Airport significantly inhibit
operations without any positive
impact to surrounding residents.
This has a profound impact on the
New South Wales economy—the
Australian domestic airfreight market
is ~120,000 tonne, worth ~A$400M
per annum—and as a result is a
missed opportunity for Sydney.
Qantas Freight overnight freighters
out of Melbourne, despite the fact
that as a larger city and dominant
international gateway, Sydney has
greater underlying demand.

US$500,000

To put the increase into context, when
it comes into effect on 1 July 2017,
the PMC will represent 26 per cent
of Jetstar’s Sydney–Auckland and
18 per cent of the Sydney–Denpasar
lead-in fares. For a family of four, the
PMC is a tax of $240 on their holiday.
The increase cements Australia’s
position in second place on the
OECD’s leader board for the highest
departure taxes.
As an organisation which has
operated in a highly competitive
environment for more than 96 years
and successfully maintained its
position as the national carrier and
a major investor in the Australian
economy, the Qantas Group views
that the PMC, as a ‘tax on tourism’,
is inconsistent with the government’s
objective of strengthening the
Australian economy and negatively
impacts tourism, which has been
identified as one of its core pillars.

Invested by Qantas Group
in improving the B737 freight
aircraft maintain to a
higher noise standard

Dan Milmo, 31 March 2011, The Guardian, https://www.theguardian.com/business/2011/mar/30/
ryanair-levy-compensation-eu261
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B787-9 preparations ramp up with
new flight simulator purchase
Qantas recently announced a A$23 million investment in a new flight simulator
and other training equipment as part of the preparations for the arrival of the
B787-9 Dreamliner.
The new simulator represents a significant investment in New South Wales
and is critical to the upcoming B787-9 operations.
The NSW Government partnered with Qantas to secure the flight simulator
and has been supportive of Qantas’ development of the existing training centre.
As part of the deal, Qantas will partner with the NSW Government in developing
NSW’s aviation and will regularly consult on the development of the Western
Sydney Airport precinct.
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Qantas Group CEO Alan Joyce and NSW
Minister Anthony Roberts at the announcement

Fleet age

8.2 years

Domestic destinations

65

International destinations

28

Codeshare partners

26

Qantas Group and Australia
Employment

61,197

25,601

Australian based
employees

Total* contribution to
employment in Australia

Economic and employment contribution

Investments

1 in 9 jobs in Australian
tourism sector attributable
to the Qantas Group

›› Qantas has committed to the purchase
of eight B787-9 aircrafts, growing the
international business and giving
international visitors unprecedented
access to Destination Australia

Qantas’ total
economic contribution
represents of

0.7%

0.6%

$150M
577 FTE

of total GDP

Total* contribution to
employment in Australia

$1.1B
6,000 FTE

Frequent Flyer Program

$534M
2,474 FTE

11.2M

members

›› Innovation leader—world first
4D flight planning

Total contribution to Australia

$4.3B
24,822 FTE

Total
passengers

34.4M

Domestic

Qantas Group’s total*
contribution to the
Australian economy

Broome campaign

Field of Light

$172M
752 FTE

14.8M

International

Marketing destination Australia
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$21B

$2.7B
14,407 FTE

Passengers (FY15)

51.4M

›› Qantas Group procures goods
and services from approximately
13,000 suppliers

$2.5B
12,155 FTE

G’Day USA

Great Barrier Reef
—Finding Dory

Financials

Freight

$16.2B

300,000 Tonnes 200,000 Tonnes

Revenue

$7.4B
$1.53B
Underlying
profit

Expenses—
60% of total
expenditure
in Australia

Qantas carries
per year

Internationally

90,000 Tonnes
Domestically

Regionally

Qantas Group’s total*
contribution to the
tourism sector

Network/Fleet

Qantas

20,000 Tonnes

$9.5B

*

Jetstar

23 international
destinations

25 international
destinations

56 domestic
destinations

19 domestic
destinations

211 aircraft

88 aircraft

Total means indirect and direct contribution
As of 14 July 2016

